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“You know how to modify motorcycles?”

Jamie’s interest had been piqued.

“Does this mean Boss does as well? Come on, tell me some stories from you

and Boss’ younger days.”

Narissa got to a random window seat that she found and after sitting down, she

started flipping through the menu.

“Are you interested in El or me?” she scoffed.

Enter title…

She came to a pause then as she warningly lifted her gaze from the menu to

him.

“You do remember that El is a married woman, yes?”

Jamie’s eyes immediately got dim after he heard her words.

Even his expression had started looking unnatural as he put the helmet at the

side of the table.

Seeing him fall silent made Narissa smile contently.She turned to the waiter and
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hooked her finger to gesture for him to come take her order.

“This, this and this.I don’t want these three items.Bring me everything else.”

Jamie’s eyebrows shot up at that.

“Can you finish everything you ordered?”

Aren’t women supposed to have an appetite as small as a bird’s? Why is it

different for this woman?

“What? Are you actually upset because I’m ordering?”

She narrowed her eyes dangerously at him.

“I am just worried you will end up with a stomach ache.Get anything you want.”

He got up from his seat while he buttoned up the front of his suit jacket.

“I will have a black coffee with a bit of milk.No sugar.That is all for me”

Jamie headed to the washroom after that.His coffee came around the same

time as the food Narissa ordered was served.

An evil grin began to appear on her face after she peered at the coffee a few

times.She then extended her hand and moved the coffee in front of her…

After Jamie came back from the washroom, he sat down and automatically

brought the cup of coffee to his lips.

As soon as he took a sip of it, he spit it out with an agonized expression on his

face.
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“F*ck, what is this? Why the hell is it salty?!”

The strange taste that lingered in his mouth made him stomp his feet.

“Pfft!”

The woman in front of him suddenly burst out laughing.

“I dare you to call me weak again! Serves you right!”

“You d*mn woman—”

Jamie was so enraged he would have gone off on her if it wasn’t because of

Elise’s sake.He swallowed his anger and forced a smile then before he

squeezed out his next words through his teeth.

“You are evil.”

“Prick,” she childishly mocked him.

“Wretch,’ he rebutted.

“Cheapskate!”

She rolled her eyes bitterly.

“Cheapskate?!”

Jamie jumped to his feet and his anger finally reached its peak.

“I set aside a business that could have brought in tens of millions, go here and

there with you, make sure all your demands are met, and even missed my

favorite car racing for you.Yet, you are calling me a cheapskate?!”
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Realizing that she had gone overboard with her joke, Narissa timidly gulped

before she somewhat apologetically muttered, “I’m sorry.I know I don’t think

things through before I speak.Don’t take this to heart.I only spoke like that

because I thought we were getting close…Anyway, I am sorry”

She was chewing on her lower lip as she sincerely apologized.She had even

stopped eating and had obediently leaned back against the backrest of the

chair.

Jamie only continued to look down upon her with an indifferent expression.

It was impossible for her to know what he was thinking at the moment.

The air was getting more and more awkward and suffocating until he suddenly

sat down on his chair again.

After a few seconds, he chuckled devilishly.

“I scared you, didn’t I? Oh—you are easy to deal with.I fooled you! We will see if

you still behave so arrogantly after this!”

Hearing this, Nairssa immediately realized that she had fallen for his prank.

“How dare you play tricks on me!”

She grabbed a fork and poked it in his direction.

“Hey, hey.”

He pointed at the fork and gravely warned, “That was a joke.Don’t get all
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serious now.There will be a price to pay even if we are both Boss’ friends.”

Still enraged, Narissa plunged her fork into the dessert in front of her, and then

aggressively shoved it into her mouth as she glared at him resentfully.I will get

you for this some day.

This isn’t over, Jamie Keller! It was finally the day of the embroidery contest

back at Salt Stone City.

The yearly contest was a widely celebrated occasion which always attracted a

steady flow of tourists.

A location had even been specifically built to house the contest.

Elise and Alexander managed to secure a spot near the stage as they got there

early.

The audience seats were already fully occupied half an hour before the contest.

This was proof of the citizens of Salt Stone City’s passion toward the

embroidery contest.

The contest officially began at 9 AM.It didn’t take long for Elise to spot Abby

within the crowd of contestants.

Abby was at the top of her game with every precise stitch she made.She

seemed much more in her element now compared to the Calligraphy Contest

last time.
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It even looked like she would definitely be the winner this time.

Not only Elise, but everyone else who was present also thought so.

“There is a representative from Mellor Family this time.We just might be

surprised by who the champion is’

“The Mellors have godly embroidery skills, but it is unfortunate how the Mellors

seem to be short-lived.Their daughter, Abby Mellor was but a young child when

the previous head of the household passed away.I wonder if she inherited the

real techniques from her father.We will know the answer to that in a short while.”

“Sul, we are all from the same city.It is an occasion worthy of celebrating no

matter who it is that wins.”

It was a rare crowd that, oddly enough, was showing their full support without

bringing anyone down.

Elise and Alexander continued to watch the stage with full concentration.

However, the organizer of the event seemed to have encountered some

troubles, as no one took the stage even when it was time to announce the result

of the competition.

The judges of the competition started talking with one another in hushed voices,

frowning as they did so.

There seemed to be an issue that was difficult to resolve.
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Soon after, Abby and another girl in a coat were asked to stand on the stage.

After a discussion, the caped girl suddenly walked to the podium and stood in

front of the microphone.She was obviously displeased with the fairness of the

competition.

“Good day, everyone.My name is Ekaterina Miiyagi.The judges have told me to

go on an extra round with Miss Abby Mellor, but [ don’t agree.Our works should

already have been judged.I don’t understand why we need to go another

round.”

The girl had a proud attitude as she spoke, though her sentences were

ungrammatical.Her name, unique to the locals, was proof that she was from

Rosepeak, an entirely different country.

For someone of her identity to criticize the fairness of the competition was a

strange thing to do—it was as if she was saying that Cittadelians were sore

losers.

As soon as she said those words, the audience immediately erupted in anger.

“What gives you the right to take part in a competition for Cittadelians, you

Rosepicker?!”

“Who cares what your name is.Get the hell out of our country, Rosepicker!”

“How dare a Rosepicker talk about fairness when your people have been
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stealing our culture? Do you think you can walk all over us just because we

have been keeping quiet?”

Ekaterina didn’t shrink from the intimidation at all.

She kept her head held high as she retorted, “Embroidcry has a long history.It is

debatable whether or not it is a culture exclusive to Cittadel.But what I am sure

of today is that the best embroider in Cittadel has been defeated by me!”

Her words had managed to anger the entire crowd.

A few men from the audience were about to rush on stage to beat her up,

prompting the security personnel at the event to step forward and keep the men

under control.

The emcee of the event was standing with the judges when he unwillingly

shouted into the microphone, “Be quiet if you are a Cittadelian.Don’t do

something that will make others look down on us!”

Among all the commotion, Elise noticed Abby secretly wiping away her tears

while standing in a corner.

Elise and Alexander briefly exchanged glances before they started walking

toward her.

“Abby?”

She lightly patted the young girl on her shoulder.
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“Miss Sinclair.”

The tip of Abby’s nose began to sting when she saw Elise, and her tears quickly

rolled down her cheeks again.

“I am sorry.I’m sorry, Miss Sinclair.I have let you down.I lost…”
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One look was all it took for Elise to know what went wrong with Abby’s art work.

What the girl embroidered was a piece where a sea dragon emerged from the

sea.

However, the dragon had soulless eyes that did nothing to make it look majestic

at all.

This was supposed to be a trial that would put Abby’s embroidery skills to test,

but it was because of this minor detail that her work didn’t turn out as perfect as

it should.

Enter title…
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After a brief moment of thinking, Elise whispered to Abby while the organizer

was still in a heated debate with Ekaterina.

As if there was hope again, Abby brightened after she listened to what Elise had

to say.

After solemnly nodding her head, she walked back to her assigned spot with

confidence and picked up the needle again.

No more than 20 minutes had passed when Abby headed in the judge and

Ekaterina’’s direction, her embroidery tightly held against her chest.

“I am afraid you have misunderstood, Ms.Miiyagi.The reason why the

organizers have not given out the awards after so long is not because we

Cittadelians can’t afford to lose.There is a legitimate reason for it.”

Abby’s attitude was neither inferior nor haughty.

“What is it, then?”

Ekaterina asked with a voice full of suspicion.

“You will know it when you see it’ As Abby finished speaking, she held the

embroidery in front of her and faced it in the direction of the judge and

Ekaterina.She then looked up at the sun in the sky and bit by bit, adjusted the

angle.

A miracle seemed to happen right before their eyes in that instant.
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The lifeless eyes of the dragon seemed to come alive under the sunlight.

Looking carefully, the judge and Ekaterina even thought that the dragon’s eyes

were blinking.

However, as they got closer, they realized that it was just a trick on the eyes

caused by the refraction of light and the formation of shadows.

“Wonderful! Absolutely wonderful!”

The judge couldn’t help clapping his hands.

“Miss Mellor, could this be the long-lost ‘Fluffy Stitch’ method that you have used

in your work?”

Abby pursed her lips and nodded with a light smile.

“It is,” she confirmed.

“What a talented youth!”

The judge kept nodding as a wide grin spread across his face.

Ekaterina grabbed Abby’s embroidery and grumpily leaned in close to take a

look at those expressive eyes on the dragon’s face.She couldn’t help but find it

strange.She had really lost to Abby in terms of embroidery skills.

This piece of work where the dragon emerged from the sea might not have

completely defeated her, but those eyes alone had been embroidered with

extreme expertise.
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“Are you trying to destroy our nation’s treasure now that you have lost the

contest, Miss Miiyagi?”

The judge finally sounded much firmer as he raised his eyebrow and challenged

the woman.

Ekaterina glanced at him with stubborness written all over her arrogant face.She

remained motionless for a good minute before she finally conceded.

No matter who the embroiderer of those eyes was, she had still lost to a

Cittadelian in the end.

“Diamond cut diamond.I shall admit defeat this timeI acknowledge the talent in

Cittadel.However, this does not mean that this is all I have to my embroidery

skills.Today, in front of all of Salt Stone City, I would like to propose a challenge

to your new national champion.I wonder if Cittadel is brave enough to take the

challenge, though.If I win, embroidery will be declared as an intangible cultural

heritage in Rosepeak in the future!”

Her condescending words managed to arouse the public’s anger again.

“Just listen to what this Rosepicker wench is going on about! Embroidery is

something our ancestors have passed down to us and yet, she wants it to be an

official cultural heritage in her country? This is blatant disrespect!”

“What?! You think your puny country can hold the legacy of embroidery and
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keep its name alive? How much more shameless can you get?!”

“Kick the Rosepicker out of here!”

Rosepeak had once invaded Cittadel in the past century, and that history alone

had ingrained a deep hatred for Rosepickers within every Cittadelian.

Ekaterina was only testing the Cittadelians’ limits by declaring something so

obnoxious and disrespectful.

This was a fight that every citizen in the country would never back down from.

“Fine.We will have the competition.On behalf of Cittadel, I accept your

challenge!”

The judge was indignant and he added harshly, “You are not allowed to step into

Cittadel ever again if you lose.And you will write a public apology for trying to

steal from our culture!”

“Deal.”

With that, Ekaterina narrowed her eyes and gazed at Abby before she walked

away.

In order to avoid affecting the relationship between Rosepeak and Cittadel, the

organizer had to arrange for a few security guards to escort Ekaterina as she

left.

Even so, many Cittadelians from the crowd still followed her while cursing at her
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loudly.

It was supposed to be a celebration that the first place didn’t go to a participant

from Rosepeak.

However, due to Ekaterina’s provocation, everyone had to force themselves to

still act happy.

Abby, especially, had to give a persuasive speech on the stage about how she

was going to win and defend Cittadel’s honor.

She was the only one who knew how uneasy she was feeling at the moment.

After the award-giving ceremony, Abby immediately went to Elise and pleaded,

“Please help me, Miss Sinclair!”

If it wasn’t because of Elise’s last minute reminder for her to use the Fluffy

Suitch, Abby might have lost the contest and became a sinner for both Salt

Stone City and Cittadel.

As the last remaining descendant of the Mellor Family, she needed to protect

Cittadel’s embroidery culture.

There was no way she could let Rosepeak steal it from the Cittadelians.

Elise must have had expected this when she helped Abby earlier as she was

utterly calm now.

“Don’t worry” Elise said.
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“I won’t stand by and watch when this concerns Cittadel’s glory and the nation’s

dignity.I have something else to deal with for now.After I am done with that, I will

get you a teacher so that you can go all out during your competition with

Ekaterina Miiyagi-’ “I will do my best!”

A little hardship wasn’t enough to frighten a patriot like Abby.

Hearing that, Elise nodded, expressing her confidence in the young lady.

Elise had been doubtful of the Peculiar Jadeite that had recently been mined

ever since the suspicious man was caught at the mine in Salt Stone City.She

suspected radiation wasn’t the reason those stones would change color.

There was a possibility of it being a man-made, artificial occurrence.

And so, she specifically brought a professional to the mine to conduct an on-site

inspection today.It was a complicated process that took a long time.

Elise and Alexander were still patiently waiting for the result in the morning but

when noon came, they finally couldn’t sit still and they started patrolling the

mine.She picked up a small piece of Purple Jade when she was in front of a

newly opened mining cave.She was about to take it back for research when she

saw a group of college students wearing safety helmets walking toward her from

a distance.

“They are interns majoring in physics,” he explained.
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Seeing their energetic and curious faces, Elise couldn’t help but sigh.

“These potential-filled youths will be the ones who create a future for this world”

Alexander put his arms around her shoulders and half-jokingly teased her.

“Mrs.Griffith, can you please not speak like you are an old lady? You will make

me think that we are already in our eighties or so.”

“That is a bit too much, isn’t it?” Elise laughed at his joke.

This boring trip to the mine finally feels more fun now.

As they cheerfully spoke to each other, they walked in the opposite direction as

the interns.

Their shoulders had just almost brushed past each other when a commotion

started within the group of students.

One of the students took off his safety helmet then.He threw it on the rail used

to transport coal, and stormed away from his team.

“I want to learn about nuclear fusion, particle bombs and gamma rays.I don’t

want to be bending my back working.I don’t understand why we have to come to

this freaking place and get covered in ashes!”

The lecturer who led the group sharply reprimanded him, “Sergio, follow the

team’s plan! Don’t start with your emotional outburst now!”
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Sergio was clearly unconvinced.He only rolled his eyes before turning around to

walk away.

Seeing that, the teacher in charge of the group immediately asked the other

students to remain and chased after him in front of Elise and the others.

“What exactly are you doing? Have you read the internship guide before coming

here? Do you know that should you leave on your own, I will be held liable if

anything happens to you?”

He then decided to take a step back in order not to jeopardize the entire

internship program.

Enter title…

“Come on.Now, follow the group and I’ll pretend nothing ever happened.”

Sergio, on the other hand, remained unmoved and he had an arrogant

expression.That infuriated the teacher.

Just as he was about to scold Sergio, Elise approached him and motioned for

him to calm down.
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After that, she approached him, took his hand in hers, and placed the Purple

Jade that she had just picked up on his palm.

“Can you tell me what this is?”

“It’s one of the minerals,” he responded, “A jade’

“Not too bad.At least you know it’s jade.”

She gave a satisfied nod.

“However, you are not entirely correct.Although it is jade, it is purple in color”

“I know.It is an extremely rare Purple Jade.This exceptional shade of purple is

the most valuable of all,”Sergio responded without hesitation.

“Correct.You know a lot more than I thought”

Elise began to see him in a new light, though she didn’t let it show.

“But do you know that less than one percent of this mine has been mined and

yet, we have discovered tens of dozens of peculiar Jades?” she continued.

“How could this be?”

Sergio was skeptical of her words.

“Even ordinary jades require over ten thousand years of deposit formation.In

addition, unusual jades require special minerals to form.How are so many of

them able to appear in the same mine?”

“Consider this—if you weren’t here today, would you have discovered it?
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Cittadelians always claim that what one learns from books is always

superficial.There’s also the adage where the proof of the pudding is in the

eating.”

“Do you still consider the practical internship to be a waste of time?”

Her words caused Sergio to clutch the Purple Jade even more tightly in his

hands.

After a brief moment of thought, he solemnly nodded.

“I understand it now.Thank you.I’ll never forget what you said.”

Elise smiled comfortingly when she heard that.

“Since fate allows us to meet today, take this jade as a gift.”

“I cannot accept it.This is far too precious!”

Sergio immediately declined and wanted to hand the jade back to her.

“I never retract my words,” she said, pushing his hand away.

“If you feel unworthy, put in the extra effort.In the future, I hope to sce another

master’s degree in physics at Cittadel.”

After hearing that, he took a deep breath while holding the jade in his palm and

exclaimed, “I will accomplish that!”

“Return to your group.Finish your internship and return sooner.The mine is

extremely hot,” she reminded him.
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Sergio then returned to the group with the teacher.

Everyone assumed this was a one-time meeting but unexpectedly, Elise saw

Sergio again a few days later.

But this time, she saw him on the news.

“News alert: Six physics students went into Reya Forest as a group to finish

their graduation thesis.They all lost contact at 3.00AM, and the police have now

deployed all of their resources to conduct the search and rescue.”

“It is reported that the Reya Forest is also known as the cannibal forest.There

are rumors that the black hole was created here.Many scientists and experts

have arrived here to investigate the scientific phenomena that occurred.So far,

all of them who went missing remained unfound.Due to its location at the

boundary of Rosepeak and Cittadel, its ownership remains controversial,

contributing to its unsolved mysteries.”

Elise furrowed her brows at the photos of the missing person displayed on the

television before looking somberly at Alexander, who sat beside her.

Sergio, who hated being under the sun and sweating, went into the forest after

listening to her words, but she did not expect that her words would bring trouble

to the six students! Why don’t these fellows think twice before doing anything?!

Without Elise even saying anything, Alexander wrapped his arms around her
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and said, “I know what you’re thinking.Let’s look for them together.He was able

to quickly form a search and rescue team under Smith Co., and the entire group

then proceeded to the entrance of Reya Forest.However, when they arrived at

the entrance, they discovered that it had been sealed and a large number of

police officers, as well as the family members of the missing, had gathered

outside.The sirens of police cars and the cries of the people added to the eerie

atmosphere of the mysterious forest.Elise got out of the car and, along with

Alexander, attempted to liaise with the police officers in order for them to join the

search and rescue.

However, due to public pressure, the police refused to allow the public into the

forest.

Just as they were about to give up hope, a few more police cars arrived.

Simon got out of one of them.

Elise, who was in despair, had her hopes rekindled and approached him.

“Mr.Bull.”

“Elise? Why are you here?”

Simon was shocked.

“I know the students who went missing inside.Could you please talk to the

police to allow us to join the search and rescue?” she pleaded.
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“Are you joining too?”he asked with a frown as he looked at her outfit.

She could tell he was going to decline her, so she wore a solemn expression.

“Yes, I’d like to participate.The students entered because of my words, and it is

my responsibility to get them out.”

“No way.Anyone here can enter except for you.”

Simon was adamant on not allowing Elise to take the risk.

“The police will handle the rescue.You’re all inexperienced with the situation and

will only add to the casualties.”

At this point, Alexander cut him off.

“You can rely on us.Several people have gone missing in recent years, and we

have entered several times to look for them.We’ve had enough experience

exploring it.”

Simon looked at ‘Kenneth’, and his gaze turned toa defensive one.

“I know you.You’re Smith Co’s decision maker.Are you the one who brought

Elise here?”

“This is not the time for that, Mr.Bull.I have to join the rescue team.You

understand me well, and you are aware that no one can change my mind.If you

refuse to ask them to bring us, I’ll go in on my own, and it’ll be your fault if I meet

a wild beast or have an accident and injure myself!”
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She abruptly cut them off.

“You’re playing this on me yet again.Can’t you just stay right here and not make

me worried?”

Simon could feel his anger causing him headache.

“l keep using it as long as it’s useful! So, are you going to assist me or not?”

Elise inquired, her face determined.He looked her in the eyes and eventually

sighed, indicating his defeat.

“Well, Ill help you to tell them’ Then, before proceeding, he reminded them once

more, “But don’t put yourself in danger just to save them.Simply do your best

within your limitations.Understand?”
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“Don’t worry.I won’t push myself too hard,” Elise agreed.

Hence, through Simon’s arrangement, Elise and the others successfully gained

entry to Reya Forest.
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With Smith Co’s rescue team’s experience, they proceeded smoothly and

managed to get into the deep forest with the least amount of effort possible.

But the difficulty began here.

Smith Co’s rescue team was unfamiliar with the trails in the depths, so they had

to go slower to avoid any accidents.

Enter title…

Everyone was shouting for the missing students, including Elise.

“Sergio? Sergio! Can you hear us?”

Suddenly, Alexander pulled Elise back to prevent her from going any further.She

immediately sensed that there might be danger nearby.

With that, she lowered her head to examine her surroundings and noticed a

bone on the ground.Her raised leg was still in the air, having not yet stepped to

the ground.

Seeing that, she couldn’t decide whether to go any further or take a step back.

Alexander then carefully pulled her a few steps backward.

After they managed to stand firmly in a safe place, they all began to examine

the surroundings.

This location should be densely forested, but the plot of land in front of them

was devoid of any green plants.
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Furthermore, there were a few bones scattered around not far from them.

After some thought, Alexander walked to the side.

Picking up a stone at random, he threw it far.

The moment the stone hit the ground, a landmine exploded with a loud bang.

This confirmed their suspicions.

“This should be one of the ruins left over from the war.There are numerous

landmines buried ahead, which were previously used to keep soldiers from

pursuing them.However, it has now become an adventurers’ graveyard.”

Elise became solemn upon hearing this.

Even Alexander and her were on the verge of falling into this trap.

What about the six students? As if he could read her mind, Alexander hurriedly

continued, “The skeletons on the ground appeared to have been there for a long

time, and there are no broken limbs nearby.Perhaps the students had a detector

and were able to avoid this area.They are most likely still alive’ Elise heaved a

deep sigh of relief when she heard this.The rescue team then moved on.Things

progressed smoothly when they moved forward, and they even found

belongings left by the students.Following the critical information found on the

belongings, they pursued all the way to the border.

It would be Rosepeak if they moved further.
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Elise stood by the boundary pillar, gazing into the other half of the forest.

The six students had almost certainly arrived in Rosepeak.

But they were all intelligent students who were well aware of the dangers that

awaited them once they crossed the border.

With that in mind, they would not have chosen to cross the border so easily.

So, what exactly drove them forward? Was there really a black hole in

Rosepeak’s side of the forest? With an indescribable depressed feeling, Elise

wrapped her coat tightly around her.

One of the rescuers found something and handed it to Kenneth.

“Mr.Bailey, this was found beside the boundary pillar’ Elise immediately

recognized it as the Purple Jade she had given to Sergio.

There was also a card with it, which was Sergio’s student card.

Looking at the belongings, Elise fell into deep thought.

Sergio had intentionally left them here.He wouldn’t have had to do this if he had

entered Rosepeak voluntarily.

It was then that Elise remembered that all of those who had gone missing were

physics students.

And Simon was here to look into the previous disappearance of the physics

professor.
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Additionally, the majority of the adventurers who came to investigate the black

hole legend were physics experts or scholars.

Was it possible that the whole thing was a planned scheme to kidnap the

physics talents? They first spread rumors about the creation of the black hole in

Reya Forest in order to attract physics experts or those who were learned in this

field to this forest, and would then kidnap them across the border.

In this way, nobody would have discovered anything! She raised her head, as if

she had suddenly thought of something, and looked at Alexander, who shared

her solemn expression.He obviously had the same thought.

“People from Rosepeak?”

She made a bold guess.

But Alexander shook his head, disagreeing with what she said.

“Those who went to such lengths to kidnap our talents would not be so easily

guessed.At the very least, we now know the students are safe.”

Elise didn’t say anything in response, but she knew he was correct.

No one would have gone to such lengths to kidnap the dead.

However, it was for sure that they were unable to bring the students back now.

“Let’s go back first.”

Alexander maintained his rationality and walked back, holding Elise the whole
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way.

“The weather here is unpredictable.We would be in big trouble if it rains later.”

Hence, Elise had no choice but to follow him back.

As they were leaving, she turned around to have a look.She felt as if she saw

Sergio enthusiastically waving his hands at her.

But with the blow of the wind, nothing remained.

“Let’s go.”

Alexander gave her a light pat on the shoulder.She then turned her head back

and walked slowly out of the forest as she clutched Sergio’s belongings.

Simon had been waiting outside for them.

When he noticed the lights from a distance, he quickly prepared a shawl and

wrapped it around Elise as she walked out.

“Cover yourself with it.It’s cold now.”

Looking at Alexander, he asked, “Nothing happened, I suppose?”

“Yes.Everything progressed smoothly,” Alexander replied indifferently.

Then, after hesitating for a while, he pulled Simon aside and told him about their

guesses.

When Simon heard Alexander’s words, his expression became solemn.

After a long while, he instructed heavy-heartedly, “Both Elise and you, don’t get
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yourself involved in this anymore”

After that, Alexander and his group left.

Since her return from Reya Forest, Elise had been waiting for news from the

casino manager.She had a feeling that everything that happened in Salt Stone

City had something to do with the man behind the casino, even though she

didn’t know why.

But before she could get anything from the manager, she first received Jeanie’s

call.

“Yoyo, I have no choice but to look for you…”

Jeanie was sobbing, and that made Elise panicked as well, perhaps due to their

blood ties.She was then informed of the disappearances of Trevor and Yvonne.

Jeanie had previously reported to the police, but nothing came of it.

After a few days, she couldn’t take it any longer and asked her daughter for

assistance.

“I’ll be back very soon.”

After the conversation ended, Elise then dialed another number.

“Julius, help me to book the earliest available flight from Salt Stone City to

Tissote.Also, inform everyone to use all their resources to find out where my

brother, Trevor, is.”
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“Don’t worry, Boss.I’ll locate him for you.”

She then started to pack her things after hanging up the call, but her heart was

in such a mess that she couldn’t calm herself down to do so.

At this moment, Alexander entered the room.

Looking at the clothes scattered on the bed and the luggage strewn about, he

raised his legs to walk over them and drew her into his embrace.

That immediately soothed her restlessness.

His large palm stroked her head, and he said warmly, “I’ll accompany you back”

This was an affirmation, not a request or pleading for her approval.

He made the decision to be with her whether she agreed or not, and whether or

not she needed it.

Elise hugged him back.

Though she couldn’t bear to reject him, she pushed him away and said, “I wish

for that too, but we need someone here in Salt Stone City.Don’t worry; I’ll be

safe with Jamie and his men around.You stay here and look into the casino, and

maybe we can follow this trail and find out who is behind it.The opportunity is

right in front of us, and I don’t want to pass it up.”
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“Nothing is more important than your safety” Alexander insisted.

“You’re wrong,” Elise said.

Her thoughts were clear.

“If Cittadel, as a whole, is in danger, we are no exception.Alexander, our

responsibilities extend beyond each other.”

She then stopped for a while and wrapped her arms around his neck.

In a low voice, she continued, “I know you’ve quietly helped me many times in

the past.

Enter title…

But from now on, try to trust my own ability to protect myself, will you?”

Alexander was about to reject what she had said when Elise blocked his mouth

with her index finger and said solemnly, “I’m not going to let you say no.People

will take advantage of your flaws.I Am not your burden, and I do not wish to be

your burden either.If you don’t let me prove my worth, I’d rather not see you for

the rest of my life.This could even save you from some of the risks you might
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face.”

While speaking, Elise wanted to let go of him before dodging aside.

But Alexander wrapped his arms around her waist and drew her into his

embrace.

“I’m going to miss you to death if I can’t see you.”

In the end, he heaved a sigh and relented, “Fine.I promise you that.When she

heard this, she hugged him again.

“Alexander, we must all be fine.”

Elise felt that they were in a massive conspiracy scheme that would devour

them someday, and she was terrified of losing everything she had now.

At the same time, she was concerned that Alexander would feel the same way.

So, no matter how much she couldn’t bear to let go, they both had to make sure

they were safe and sound even if they weren’t by each other’s sides.

This way, no matter what difficulties they faced, they would be able to give their

all without hesitation.

After the flight touched down in Tisotte, Elise first went back to the villa.

“El, my dear!”

Narissa dashed toward Elise and clung to the latter like a koala bear as soon as

she saw her.
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“You’re finally back.I miss you so much!”

Elise simply hugged Narissa briefly before pushing her away and asking, “How

did you get here?”

“They say distance makes the heart grow fonder; it’s been a long time since we

met, so let’s not dwell on this insignificant thing.”

She then took Elise’s elbow and smilingly dragged her inside.

“Why are you back by yourself? Where’s your husband-to-be? Shouldn’t you

bring him back for me to examine him?”

“It’s too late for you to do that,”

Elise muttered as she sat down on the sofa.

“What do you mean?”

Narissa did not understand what she meant.

“We’ve already registered our marriage,” Elise replied calmly.

“What?!”

Narissa was so taken aback that she let go of Elise’s elbow and leaned back.

“Didn’t you reach the appropriate age for marriage just recently? Why did you

get married so quickly?”

Before Elise could say anything, Narissa continued, as if she was talking to

herself, “It must be that b*stard who sweet-talked and lured you into it!”
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The more Narissa said, the more she felt that she was right.

She then abruptly slapped her thigh and jumped to her feet, exclaiming, “That’s

ridiculous! Alexander Griffith, I’m going to teach you a lesson!”

Seeing her demeanor, Elise simply shook her head.

“So many years have passed and your incredible imagination remains.He didn’t

lure me into it; I chose to marry him’ Narissa was still immersed in her own

presumption.When she heard Elise’s words, she cupped her hands around

Elise’s face and said, “Please, my dear, you have to stay awake.We’re still in

our youth.Don’t give up your happiness for the rest of your life to please your

family!”

Jamie, who was standing by the side, was so amused that he almost burst out

laughing.

Narissa’s thinking was really one of a kind.

“What exactly are you saying? We date and marry out of love, not because of

our families,”

Elise said as she knocked Narissa’s hands away.

“But isn’t Alexander one of the Griffiths? And you came to Tissote to marry into

the Griffith Family, isn’t it?” Narissa asked.

“That’s a long story, and I’ll tell you about it in the future.”
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Elise then took Narissa’s hand in hers and warned, “The situation is now a little

more complicated.Now that you’ve appeared beside me, stay close to me and

don’t wander around on your own in case you run into trouble.Do you

understand?”

Elise was a few months older than Narissa and she treated her like a sister, not

wanting anything bad to happen to her.

“Have you encountered any difficulties?”

Narissa had a sharp mind, and she immediately became alert.

“Even you can’t handle it? Do you want me to seek help from my family?”

“That isn’t necessary” Elise said.

She then lied, saying, “Some small fries are simply troublesome.It is not a major

issue.”

Elise had no idea about the person’s background until now, and she wasn’t sure

if the Cuber Family should get involved.

Hence, it was preferable for her to draw a clear line with them right now.

“Fine.But if you need it, just let me know.Don’t be shy; we’re family”

Narissa said openly.

“I will,” Elise responded with a smile.

“By the way, Elise, I’ve just arrived in Tisotte and intend to buy a car and leave it
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at your house so that I have a backup vehicle.Can I?”

Narissa inquired.

“Of course you can.You can also use any of the cars in the garage.”

Elise was, as usual, very generous with Narissa.

“Yay!”

When Narissa heard that, she hugged Elise excitedly and said, “You’re the best

person in the world! I’ll go try out the cars right now!”

“I’m joining too!”

Elise’s cars had all been specially modified, and Jamie would not pass up such

an opportunity.

After the both of them left, Elise received a call from the Cuber Family.

“Hello, Mr.Cuber.How have you been recently?” she politely greeted him.

“I’m good.Elise, Narissa sneaked out again.Did she contact you?”

His voice was tinged with helplessness.

Elise nodded as she looked out into the courtyard.

“She is now with me.My wedding is just around the corner and I’ve asked her to

be my bridesmaid, so she’ll be here for a while.Don’t worry, Mr.Cuber; I’ll look

after her”

“Oh—you’re about to get married? That young chap from Griffiths is really
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lucky!”

He seemed pleased to hear that.

Then, he continued, “That being the case, it’s good for her to accompany

you.Do help me to convince her that getting married at her age is normal.The

guy we chose for her isn’t that scary, and she should meet with him at least

once before deciding if she likes him, right?”

“I’ll tell her” Elise agreed.

“I’m afraid I can’t speak to you any further, Mr.Cuber.I have something on.”

“I’m sure you’ll be very busy for your wedding.I shall not bother you any longer.”

With that, the conversation ended hurriedly.

After hanging up the call, Elise turned her head and stared at the door leading

to the courtyard, seemingly in deep thought.

She had suspected that there was something behind Narissa’s sudden

appearance, but Elise had no idea Narissa was fleeing her marriage.

Despite being close friends, the both of them had very different personalities.

Beneath Narissa’s carefree appearance, she had a yearning for romance in her

heart, and she believed that love has its own providence.

Hence, she had always wanted to break free from her family’s rules and be free.

If Elise had been as defiant as Narissa in the past, she might not have met
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Alexander now.

Wasn’t this their destiny as well?
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